*CLUSTER Buster*

We all love the look of some of the
amazing pages done on Facebook
and in the MMS Gallery - one of the
things that make the pages look the
most professional is getting a good
handle on the “clustering” technique
and how it works! Now, this lesson
will be fairly simplistic, but I want
you to understand that it NOT HARD
to create amazing pages and YOU
can do it ALL like the pros in no time!

There are some great examples of beautiful clustering on
pages that you see in just about any Page gallery you can
find! It is one of the best ways to highlight and showcase
some of the beautiful elements and embellishments that
come in your kits or that you find as freebies online! By getting the hang of carefully layering and shadowing these little
goodies and finding the placement that brings life to your
pages. Look for your “Goldilocks Moment” when you’re
scrapping… is it just “too much… not enough?” Find your
own “JUST RIGHT”!! It’s what looks best to YOU! It’s
mostly just using what we’ve already learned in previous
lessons to place the items - remember that rotating items
can give them a completely different and unique look, and
even adding them in a mirror image and then lowering the
opacity on one can give you a great “reflection” look too!

During the coming month you will receive a *DAILY*
email and PDF that will highlight one particular feature or function of your “My Memories Suite” software. Some will be
more challenging than others, some will be pretty basic. As always, I am *here* to answer any questions you might have
so never hesitate to email me or pop a post on the MyMemoriesSuite Facebook page!
I am *SO* happy you have decided to MARCH INTO MMS with me!!! Hope you enjoy it!
…..and don’t forget to make memory today !

Lisa J.
lisaj@mymemoriessuite.com
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Clustering can be a great way to show off some or all of the amazing design
elements that come with your digital scrapbooking kits or that you find as
freebies online! To decide what you like, study some of the examples you
may find in kits that come with Designer Template pages - see what you like
the look of, see what you don’t! That is the best way to find what your own
personal style is! I have included a few examples here of the different kinds
of CLUSTERING that you might find!
The TOP example is from LOVE SHACK - the clusters include photo boxes,
frames and different embellishments from the kit

The next page down is from COOL BY THE POOL - it shows a cluster or
grouping of photo boxes, and in the corner, even some wordart included
with the smaller cluster - a shape makes a nice background for that little
cluster!

The next example shows a page from GIRLY DOODLE and shows how
embellishments can even be scattered around the page, but there is a
frame and little doodle clustered over the photo box

The last two examples are from one of our clustering PRO designers,
The Ettes, and MUST LOVE BLOGS! This kit is full of great examples of
clustering done right! It is just layer after layer of items that seem
placed casually but really work together to give an overall pleasing
layout!

Remember that once a kit or Designer Template is in your MMS library
you can use any of the individual elements in any of your projects to
create the look you want!
Remember you can always add “staples” or “tape” embellishments for
that hand-crafted, old-fashioned look!
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In this series of examples, I am going to show you how our
friends The Ettes put together this page as a beautiful example of how to cluster your elements and frames and photo
boxes to create a BEAUTIFUL page!
Select a great background paper to build on
Here they added an additional paper mat and small embellishements that will “peek out” from an upper layer

They continue with another background paper mat
(added as a shape) and added some of the small and large
circle embellishments and wordart included in the kit
Then they tossed in a couple photo boxes for your pictures!

The continued here with the frames to cover the photo
boxes - this give a very finished look
Then the final touch was the placement of the flowers even adding the tiny little smiley faces on the flowers!

Here is the completed Designer Template page as you will
find it in the kit MUST LOVE BLOGS!

This easy technique takes a little practice, but mostly it takes
becoming familiar with the style YOU like and what makes a
page feel like a work of ART to YOU!

The *AMAZING* graphics used in the design of this PDF are from the “Love Shack” kit by the
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